
California Legislative Session Comes to an End 
 
The California State Legislature has finished its business for 2020.  A number of noteworthy 
results include several bills that concern real estate and housing.   C.A.R.-sponsored AB 1551, 
the PACE lien disclosure bill, was signed into law.   AB 3088, the “The Tenant, Homeowner and 
Small Landlord Relief and Stabilization Act (Act) of 2020 ", passed.  The pro-supply housing 
package, which C.A.R. supported, did not pass. 
------ 
 
MOST OF:   
The Legislature is back in session and C.A.R. is pursuing multiple bills of 
interest, including several C.A.R.-sponsored bills.  AB 1484 (Grayson) Fee 
Mitigation Act: Housing Developments would, among other provisions, require 
the establishment of a stronger nexus between the impact and development fees 
being charged to a developer, and the actual impact of the specific development. 
AB 1551 (Arambula) Enhancing PACE Assessment Disclosures will mandate a 
paper copy of the PACE disclosure be given to potential 
customers.  https://www.car.org/advocacy/legislation/stategovernmentaffairs/wee
klyupdate 
 

SCA 1 (Allen & Wiener) Public Housing Projects - Enacted by voters in 1950, Article 34 of 
the California Constitution requires that any development comprised of “low-rent” dwellings, 
financed in whole or in part by federal, state or local government be approved by a vote of the 
people in the jurisdiction where the project is located. Article 34 does not just apply to “public 
housing”, but also affects mixed income developments which often contain units partially 
“subsidized” by local government. Since 1992, C.A.R. has had policy supporting affordable 
workforce housing and has sought to advance policies seeking to increase the state’s housing 
supply. C.A.R. was a co-sponsor of SCA 1 which sought to repeal Article 34 in its entirety. SCA 
1 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the deadline for passage. This bill will 
likely be reintroduced in the future. 

AB 1905 (Chiu) Housing and Homeless Response Fund: Personal Income Taxation: 
Mortgage Interest Deduction - This measure sought to limit the mortgage interest deductibility 
on primary residences and conformed state law with the federal tax changes. California does not 
automatically conform its tax law to federal law. In addition, the bill would have abolished the 
mortgage interest deduction for second homes to create a Housing and Homeless Response Fund. 
C.A.R. opposed this measure as it specifically would have targeted homeowners by increasing 
taxes during a time when many are already struggling financially as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic. C.A.R. conducted a red alert on AB 1905 and post that alert initially the first portion 
of the bill which reduced the amount of mortgage interest that is deductible on a primary 
residence was removed the bill subsequently did not move forward and died.  



HOUSING PRODUCTION: 

AB 2345 (Gonzalez) Density Bonus - This bill, among other provisions, would authorize an 
applicant to receive 3 incentives or concessions for projects that include at least 12% of the total 
units for very low-income households (i.e., those making less than 50% of the Area Median 
Income (AMI)). Lastly, the bill also revises the incentives for 2 to 3-bedroom units by decreasing 
the parking ratios that are required under current law. C.A.R. supports this measure as it 
promotes development and will help families afford to live within the communities in which they 
work. AB 2345 was approved by the Legislature. 

SB 902 (Wiener) Planning and Zoning: Density – Under SB 902 local governments would 
have been able to exempt projects of 10 units or less, from any additional CEQA review if the 
parcel were located in a transit-rich area, jobs-rich area, or an urban infill site. SB 902 also 
required developers to follow all local objective design criteria local impact fees, local height 
and setback limits, and local demolition standards. Furthermore, SB 902, specifically prohibited 
projects from accessing streamlined approvals if the project was located in a high fire severity 
zone, state or national historic district, or required the demolition of rent controlled units. C.A.R. 
supported SB 902 as it sought to identify solutions to the state’s housing crisis by encouraging 
the development of new housing units within existing communities identified as transit-rich, 
jobs-rich, or on an urban infill site. SB 902 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to 
meet the deadline for passage. 

SB 995 (Atkins) Environmental quality: Jobs and Economic Improvement Through 
Environmental Leadership Act Of 2011: Housing Projects – This measure sought to provide 
for a reasonable extension of existing CEQA streamlining provisions to specified housing 
projects, which were consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and 
applicable policies specified for a project area. By modifying the qualifying criteria for a 
gubernatorially-designated leadership project, SB 995 (Atkins) would have helped to address the 
need for more urban infill housing units by helping to expedite housing development while 
reducing development costs. C.A.R. supported this measure. SB 995 failed to pass out of both 
houses and was unable to meet the deadline for passage. 

SB 1079 (Skinner) Residential Property: Foreclosure –This measure creates a complicated 
bidding and foreclosure sale process, which grants tenants and other not for profit buyers the first 
right of refusal to match any proposed foreclosure sales price if the property is bought by an 
investor during a 45-day bidding window. C.A.R. opposed this bill in coalition with banking and 
financial institutions, as the measure may cause uncertainty within the foreclosure transaction 
process. SB 1079 was approved by the Legislature. 

SB 1085 (Skinner) Density Bonus - This measure would have allowed developers to apply for a 
density bonus for any project, if a project contains and clarifies that local mandatory inclusionary 
zoning requirements and density bonus law, should be complementary. SB 1085 also sought to 
close a loophole in existing law and make clear that the protections provided in our state’s 
Housing Accountability Act also applies to density bonus projects. C.A.R. supported this 
measure as it would have helped to address our state’s housing crisis by facilitating in the 



development of more housing units. SB 1085 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to 
meet the deadline for passage. 

SB 1120 (Atkins) Subdivisions: Tentative Maps – This measure would have helped to expedite 
the development of more housing while keeping costs down in areas that support small-scale, 
infill residential development, all while meeting community-approved development standards. 
C.A.R. supported this measure as it would have provided for the ministerial approval of 
duplexes, simple lot splits and extends the limit on the additional period afforded to tentative 
maps after the date of expiration as prescribed by ordinance from a maximum of 12 months to 24 
months. SB 1120 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the deadline for 
passage. 

SB 1299 (Portantino) Commercial Property Conversions into Housing – Upon appropriation 
by the Legislature, SB 1299 would have required the Department of Housing and Community 
Development (DHCD) to provide grants to local governments as a way to incentivize cities and 
counties to rezone empty big box retail stores and vacant commercial shopping centers to instead 
allow the for the development of workforce housing (up to 120% or the area median income). 
C.A.R. supported this measure as it provided a solution to help families afford to live within the 
communities in which they work. SB 1299 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to 
meet the deadline for passage. 

SB 1385 (Caballero) The Neighborhood Homes Act - This measure sought to enact the 
Neighborhood Homes Act which mandated that a local government ministerially approve 
housing developments of at least 20 units per acre on lots zoned for office, retail or commercial 
use on a neighborhood lot. These proposed housing developments would have been subject to all 
local zoning, parking, and design ordinances, as well as any design review or other public notice, 
comment, hearing, or procedure applicable to a housing development. C.A.R. supported this bill 
as it set forth policies which would help families afford to live within the communities in which 
they work. SB 1385 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the deadline for 
passage. 

 

RENTAL HOUSING: 
 
AB 828 (Ting) Eviction and Foreclosure Moratorium: COVID-19 - C.A.R. opposed AB 828, 
a bill that, as originally amended, would have effectively forced a 25% reduction in rents. The 
bill was amended to remove the court-ordered 25% rent reduction requirement. However, C.A.R. 
still strongly and actively opposed the bill because, among other things, in an unlawful detainer 
lawsuit for nonpayment of rent, AB 828 required courts to assume there was no financial 
hardship for a property owner who owns 10 or more units and placed other onerous requirements 
on landlords. AB 828 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the deadline for 
passage. 

AB 1436 (Chiu) Tenancy: Rental Payment Default: State of Emergency: COVID-19 - AB 
1436 sought to, among other things, prohibit a rental property owner from evicting a tenant for 



COVID-19 back rent accrued before April 1, 2021. Under the bill, rental property owners would 
have been prohibited from, among other things, pursuing a civil action to recover COVID-19 
back rent until April 1, 2022. It also placed severe limits on the ability to evict for serious tenant 
misconduct. Additionally, AB 1436 was amended to include problematic foreclosure moratorium 
provisions, which could have led to higher mortgage costs for California homebuyers and 
owners. C.A.R. opposed AB 1436 which died in the Senate Rules Committee. 

AB 1703 (Bloom) Residential Real Property: Right Of First Offer - AB 1703, among other 
things, would have prohibited rental property owners from selling their property to someone 
other than a defined “qualified organization” for up to one year. AB 1703 would have applied to 
most transfers of single- and multi-family real property. C.A.R. opposed the bill because it was 
unnecessary and harmed “mom and pop” property owners by delaying their ability to sell their 
property on the open market. AB 1703 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet 
the deadline for passage. 

AB 2782 (Stone) Mobilehome Parks: Change of Use - AB 2782 seeks to prohibit local 
governments from approving a park’s closure if its conversion/closure would result in or 
materially contribute to a shortage of housing opportunities for low and moderate-income 
households within the local jurisdiction. The measure requires, prior the closure of a mobilehome 
park, that the person or entity proposing a change in use of the mobilehome park, file a report 
with local governments that includes, among other things, a replacement and relocation plan that 
adequately mitigates the impact on the displaced residents. Specifically, park owners would be 
required to provide adequate replacement housing within another mobilehome park. If a 
displaced resident cannot obtain adequate housing in another mobilehome park, the park owner 
would be required to pay the displaced resident fair market value for the displaced resident’s 
mobilehome. Additionally, AB 2782 includes provisions of SB 999, which would until January 
1, 2025 establish rent control in mobilehome parks for rental agreements enter into on or after 
February 13, 2020. C.A.R. opposed in conjunction with mobilehome owner representatives this 
measure as it makes it nearly impossible for park owners who wish to exit the industry to do so. 
AB 2782 was signed into law by the Governor. 

SB 915 (Leyva) Mobilehomes: COVID-19: Eviction Moratorium - This measure would have, 
among other things, prohibited mobilehome parks from terminating the tenancy of a homeowner 
or resident who is impacted by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic until 120 days after the 
state of emergency or local emergency is terminated. C.A.R. opposed this measure. SB 915 
failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the deadline for passage.  

SB 939 (Wiener) COVID-19: Commercial Tenancies: Evictions - In response to the 
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, this measure would have prohibited or limited the 
commercial evictions of specified businesses. C.A.R. opposed SB 939 because it would have 
created serious problems for commercial property owners and their tenants and raised 
constitutional issues. SB 939 failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the 
deadline for passage. 

SB 999 (Umberg) Mobilehomes: Rent Control - This measure would have expanded local rent 
control ordinances on mobilehomes to include leases of more than 12 months. C.A.R. opposed 



this measure. SB 999 was defeated in the Assembly Housing and Community Development 
Committee; however, the provisions of this measure were amended into AB 2782 (Stone), 
another mobilehome bill that C.A.R. also opposed. So while this particular bill did not move 
forward, its provisions were included in AB 2782 which was signed into law by the Governor. 

SB 1190 (Durazo) Termination of Tenancy: Crime Victims - Existing law allows specified 
crime victims to break their leases if they provide specified documentation that the crime 
occurred (e.g., a copy of a police report). SB 1190 dramatically expands this “break lease” 
mechanism and, in doing so, undermines prior legislative intent by, among other things, allowing 
“any other form of documentation” that reasonably verifies the crime occurred. Unfortunately, 
this language is amorphous and will lead to increased litigation as it does not provide certainty to 
property owners and tenants regarding what is an acceptable form of documentation. C.A.R. 
opposed SB 1190. While the vote was very close in the Assembly ultimately, SB 1190 was 
approved by the Legislature.  

SB 1410 (Caballero) COVID-19: Landlord/Tenant Relief Program - Under SB 1410, a 
property owner and a tenant may enter into an agreement that allows a tenant to defer any back 
rent accrued during the COVID-19 state of emergency and an unspecified number of days 
thereafter. Beginning in 2024, the tenant would have 10 years to pay that COVID-19 back rent to 
the state, and the property owner would get, in turn, tax credits equal to the amount of that 
COVID-19 back rent. Unfortunately, SB 1410, among other things, severely limited the ability 
of a property owner to evict a tenant for practically any reason during the COVID-19 state of 
emergency and an unspecified number of days thereafter, regardless of whether the property 
owner participated in the program. Meaning, a property owner who declined to participate in the 
program would be unable to evict a tenant for nuisance or other serious violations of the lease 
agreement. C.A.R. maintained an oppose unless amended position on SB 1410, requesting that 
the bill remove the burdensome limitations on the ability to evict for a non-participating property 
owner. SB 1410 died in the Assembly Appropriations Committee.  

AB 3088 (Chiu et al.) COVID-19: Landlords and Tenants - Under AB 3088, a landlord is 
prohibited from evicting a tenant due to nonpayment of rent accrued between March 1, 2020 and 
August 31, 2020 if the tenant makes a declaration under penalty of perjury that they are unable to 
pay that rent because of circumstances related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Tenants who make at 
or above 130% AMI, if equal to at least $100,000 annually, must provide proof of hardship with 
their declaration (e.g., W-2). Additionally, a landlord is prohibited from evicting a tenant due to 
nonpayment of rent accrued between September 1, 2020 and January 31, 2021 if the tenant pays 
at least 25% of those monthly rental payments on or before January 31, 2021 and provides the 
above declaration. The other 75% of that rent, if not paid, can be recovered by a landlord in court 
beginning March 1, 2021. Beginning September 2, 2020, a landlord can evict a tenant for any 
lawful reason other than COVID-19-related back rent. 

The bill also includes some protections for small landlord who may have trouble making 
payments on their mortgage due to the eviction moratorium. The law includes an expansion of 
the Homeowner Bill of Rights which brings small landlords within its protections. There is also a 
requirement that loan servicers must follow federal guidance regarding the granting of a loan 



forbearance. Failure to do so violates California law giving rise to various state law remedies 
such as injunctions, claims for damage and restitution, and attorney fees. 

The Administration (Governor’s office) drafted AB 3088 with strong involvement from the 
Western Center on Law and Poverty and the California Apartment Association, who effectively 
testified in support of the measure in committee. The bill came arose as SB 1410, the most likely 
bill where compromise may have been possible died and AB 1436 had such strong opposition 
that it would be unlikely to pass. AB 3088 was also supported by the California Bankers 
Association, the California Mortgage Bankers Association, and the California and Nevada Credit 
Union League. The California Rental Housing Association took no official position on AB 3088. 
No major statewide group opposed the measure. 

C.A.R. adopted a “WATCH” position on AB 3088, expressing concerns including the fact that 
the bill does not provide any financial relief to small landlords, especially those who may not be 
eligible for forbearance, while also recognizing the bill, among other things, includes: 1) a 
“sunset” date for its provisions; 2) a shorter period during which a tenant can accrue COVID-19 
rental debt; 3) an earlier date on which a landlord may sue to recover COVID-19 rental debt; 4) 
proof of tenant financial hardship (penalty of perjury/documentation for “high-income” tenants); 
and 5) restoration of a landlord’s ability to evict for any lawful reason other than nonpayment of 
COVID-19 rental debt. 

AB 3088 passed off both the Senate Floor and the Assembly Floor by wide margins, with several 
Republicans supporting the measure by casting “AYE” votes or abstaining. AB 3088 was signed 
into law by the Governor on August 31, 2020.  

LAND USE PLANNING: 

AB 168 (Aguiar-Curry) Planning and Zoning: Annual Report: Housing Development: 
Streamlined Approvals - Under existing law, SB 35 (Wiener, 2017) created a streamlined 
ministerial approval process for infill affordable housing projects. Enacting a tribal consultation 
for SB 35 streamlined housing projects mirroring that required under CEQA makes sense. But, 
AB 168 goes well beyond that by giving tribes an unchallengeable veto over whether a housing 
project is eligible for SB 35’s entitlement process. C.A.R. opposed AB 168 until it is amended to 
remove the provisions that retroactively subjects any housing project to an unchallengeable veto 
by a tribe as this provision will significantly delay or halt projects that are already in progress 
which only further exacerbates the state’s housing shortage. AB 168 was approved by the 
Legislature. 

AB 831 (Grayson) Evaluation of Local Fees: New Developments – This bill will allow 
qualified housing development projects to effectively utilize the streamlined approval process 
established by SB 35 (Wiener, 2017) a bill that C.A.R. supported to create a streamlined, 
ministerial approval process for infill developments in localities that have failed to meet their 
regional housing needs assessment numbers. This bill requires that routine modifications to an 
accepted development application be approved in a timely manner without resubmission, refines 
the permitting process for connecting the project to existing public infrastructure, and clarifies 
that the 2/3 residential requirement in SB 35 applies to the project itself, not the zoning for the 



site on which it is built. C.A.R. supports this measure as it will help to clarify existing law and 
will provide much needed technical changes to SB 35 to ensure the law works as intended. AB 
831 was approved by the Legislature. 

AB 2323 (Friedman) California Environmental Quality Act: Exemption - This measure 
would have provided a limited and reasonable expansion of criteria for infill, affordable and 
agricultural housing projects to qualify for a CEQA exemption. The expanded traffic and transit 
standards in this bill coupled with existing affordability requirements, enhanced energy 
efficiency requirements and other additional development standards ensured that the CEQA 
exemption was only applicable to a very small and well-defined selection of sustainable housing 
projects. C.A.R. supported this measure as it sought to expedite the construction of much-
needed housing while also supporting greenhouse gas and vehicle mile reduction goals. AB 2323 
failed to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the deadline for passage. 

AB 3074 (Friedman) Fire Prevention: Wildfire Risk: Defensible Space: Ember-Resistant 
Zones - Current law requires a person who owns, leases, controls, operates, or maintains an 
occupied dwelling or structure to maintain a defensible space of 100 feet from each side of the 
structure. This bill would require more intense fuel reductions between 5 and 30 feet around the 
structure and create an ember-resistant zone within 5 feet of the structure to help reduce ember 
ignitions. C.A.R. supports this measure as it will help to protect Californians living in high fire 
hazard through the creation of an ember-resistant zone located immediately adjacent to the 
perimeter of the building. AB 3074 was approved by the Legislature. 

AB 3164 (Friedman) Wildland-Urban Interface Fire Risk Model - Currently, fire hazard 
severity maps do not define risk or measure the impact that many mitigation activities could have 
on reducing that level of risk. This measure will require CAL FIRE and the State Fire Marshal to 
develop a wildfire risk analysis model which will assist local jurisdictions and homeowners 
located in the wildland-urban interface to understand and reduce their wildfire risk. C.A.R. 
supports this measure as it will provide homeowners and local governments with a way of 
understanding their current risk level and how best to reduce that level of risk. AB 3164 was 
approved by the Legislature. 

AB 3279 (Friedman) California Environmental Quality Act: Administrative and Judicial 
Procedures This measure would have provided for incremental improvements to the CEQA 
process that allowed for more housing and other land use projects to be built with fewer 
unnecessary delays. AB 3279 among other things, sought to address inefficiencies in the CEQA 
litigation process by improving the administrative record process and reducing the time 
petitioners filed briefs. C.A.R. supported this measure as it would have helped to expedite the 
development of much needed housing and other land use projects in California. AB 3279 failed 
to pass out of both houses and was unable to meet the deadline for passage. 

SB 974 (Hurtado) California Environmental Quality Act: Small Disadvantaged 
Community Water System: Exemption – This measure will help impacted communities gain 
access to clean and safe drinking water. This bill offers a modest but important exemption to 
very limited community water supply projects that will help certain residents obtain clean and 



reliable water. C.A.R. supports this measure as it will provide an exemption in CEQA to help 
expedite small community water projects. SB 974 was approved by the Legislature.  

 


